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July 6, 2014    Report of “Teaching the Teachers” June 30-July 4 2014
     At the Waldorf Kindergarten in Suva Fiji

Leader: Sandra Frain BCS MSC(ed) 
Teachers present in order of seniority: Shirleen Singh; Nanise Sauvere ;Lora Joyce; 
Sai Lacakavukavu; Elizabeth Viowillia. (Sai was absent Monday; Elizabeth was 
absent Thursday and Friday.)

Goal: I was instructed  by the School’s Founder Anja Grapentin to sensitively bring 
to the participants concepts based in Anthroposophy.  The 3 and 4 fold human 
being; Angelic realm; the Will ; Consciousness and its relation to the child; 
timeliness; team work ; reflection skills were suggestions. 

Process: 

*Verses and quotes from Rudolf Steiner, the Gospel ; Relation of Christ and 
Anthroposophy; Where is the Spirit at work?  Inner and outer; Micro and macro; 
inner and outer life of child and teacher: 

* Consensual Time and Agenda Planning: punctual commitment for team and 
spiritual world. 

*Visual and Written Images from artists: local and worldly; contemporary and 
Historic; 

*Stories personal and other; Archetypes in the world; native and modern;

* Presentation /Celebration / HEALING opportunities: in “everyday sacred”ie. 
Birthday honouring; supplies package opening; Curved vs Pointy corners;

*Circle games and songs: historic and fresh; Tribute to the Cosmos and 
archetypes: Social- political-gender issues. 

*Goethean observation and meditation. Their relation to feeding imagination, 
inspiration and intuition in children and adults. Their importance for Objective 
Child Study. The relation to  Physical, Etheric, Astral and Ego.  

*Biodynamic principles  in the field and their potential for developing Thinking, 
Feeling, Willing and Healing; (Collected vegetable and animal matter, Built a 
compost and tree pasted. ) Exploration of 4 elements (earth, water air fire):  as for 
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the compost- relevant to teaching and learning styles in the Kindergarten. 

*Reflection with spoken and written words; singing; crayon picture making; 
dramatic arts; domestic arts; garden arts; nature exploration.

*Value  of colours; the Being of Colours; the Creation of Colours from Nature (clay, 
precious stones, charcoal, manures) Medicinal properties of soil and urine 

*Linking the role of the teacher as intermediary between family (mother) and child
Suggesting tools for supporting separation anxiety;  repetitive behavioral issues;
Supporting the development of intuition in the teacher for the child’s 
needs;Importance of “rest time” as a life skill; In breathing out breathing. Dignity 
and respect and honouring of authority of/to self and other. 

* Description of all Hierarchies with specific job descriptions of the Third 
Hierarchy. Necessity for teachers to develop a relationship with the Angels, 
Archangels, Archai to serve the children and the teachers and the school as 
Rudolf Steiner had led in the founding of the first Waldorf school. 

* Developing the Meaning of Festivals for the school community and the spiritual 
world including a dramatization of how the Seasonal Archangels work together. 

* Pertinent historic anecdotes of Steiner, Goethe, Koenig.
* Importance of Language Arts for development of children’s speech and writing; 
* Importance of “Meaningful work “ for children’s connectedness to life and their 

learning and environment vs “robbing them” by “doing too much”  for them 
(sometimes for our own interest in aesthetic/time values/need to serve). 

* Developing Teachers Will to NOT do for a child what they can do 
themselves:”Tough Love “ for self discipline. Need for teachers modeling 
methods  for parents and children. 

* Identification of autonomy of teacher/adult and child : Observing and respecting 
individual interests and growth patterns . History of Camphill  World Movement 

Outcome: Together we created a chalice of learning and mutual respect. We 
witnessed our enlightenment individually and as a group. Our courage grew. 

*Frequently  the teachers expressed gratitude to the Board of the Fiji Waldorf 
School  and the International Community for this opportunity for us to work 
together. Often they referred to founder Anja Grapentin and to other mentors who 
have guided them. Often they indicated their respect and appreciation of learning 
from each other. 

Following our work together: 
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*They expressed feeling empowered to receive the children with a new knowledge 
of their own abilities; 
*They are inspired to try new ways of working with the children ; 
*They have the courage to create their own stories and circles; 
*They can better express themselves to parents with educational or (Waldorf 
Education) concerns;
*Many of their own questions of Waldorf Education and Anthroposophy were 
answered. 
*They appreciate their own value individually and as a team of teachers. 
* They were impressed with how often what another teacher expressed in word, 

drawing or concept, was similar or complemented their own ideas. 

July 7-11

The teachers completed the  assignment to create together a festival that reflects 
their learnings of the past week. They presented”:The Mango Tree Festival ”  to me 
on Wednesday July 9 afternoon. I believe from the dramatic play they presented 
and the ideas they  have of how they can create such a festival that this will 
eventuate. 

The teachers have been doing “The Mango Tree” circle daily through the week and 
the children are very engaged in it. We can feel the rich archetypes that are 
represented and make this a very worth while story for the children to embody. 
Some ideas of how this has been expressed by the Teachers and myself are on the 
“Notes for Parent Information July 9th, 2014)

We had a successful Parent evening in which the Teachers presented “ the Mango 
Tree” and then spoke to the parents of what it meant to them to have created this 
rather than having learned someone else’s ideas.They also spoke passionately of 
how they imagined that we as adults could get direction  on how to care for our 
children individually and as a community from the life cycle of “The Mango”. 
I answered questions about Waldorf education and child behaviour.  Two parents 
expressed  an interest in becoming Waldorf Teachers.  

I observed each teacher in her role and I offered support as was purposeful. This 
included suggestions for more outdoor Kindergarten time; more meaningful work; 
more aesthetic painting; more self (teacher)  told stories; language development  
through more sensory based activities; transition games and songs; limiting the 
amount of time a child will be anxious(screaming) without parental support. 

On Friday I met with each teacher following observations of them in their teaching 
work. (These are confidential and so are not included here. ) These were presented 
as evaluations.. The teachers reflected on the goals they set for themselves as 
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intentions  in this past year with Anja. They have indicated areas that they would 
like to strengthen for the good of the children and them selves and the 
kindergarten.

After the teaching day I presented my Sourdough Bread and Cream Cheese Making 
workshop. (We had made butter the evening before)

There is an interest in the   Foundation Stone Meditation as an example of how 
Steiner weaves Elementals and Hierarchies together. 

Respectfully submitted 
Sandra Frain BCS, MSC(Ed)


